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2

petroleum production has been an imoortomt industry in Sumner
County.

Procedure
Two subsurface cross sections and three structural contour

maps were constructed during the course of this investigF4ion.
The objective of

thv,

cross sections was to show the structure

and strtigraphi of the area from the top of the Topeka lime-

stone to

te

top of the Arbuckle group.

baeotric logs, radio-

active logs and Kansas Sample Log Service logs were used in the

construction of these cross sections.
Structural contours were drawn on top of the Simpson group,
on top of the Sta1-

on top of the Mississippian limestone,

r.tnd

naker sandstone of the Douglas group.

Well data used for the

preparation of these maps was obtained from the Herndon maps and
driller logs.

The Simpson group and hississippian limestone

were selected for mapping as these horizons are the most persistent producers in the area.

The Stalnaker sandstone was chosen

as a mapping: unit as it can be easily identified in the subsurface

and also as significant production from this zone has been

obtAmed

in only two fields, yet it ranks first in total oil

production of toe county.
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STRATIGHAPHY
Pro-Cambrian Rooks
Only five wells in Sumner County have been drilled to the

"basement ccmplex"; :owever, a large number of wells elsewhere
in Kansas and northern Oklahoma have penetrated rooks of Pre-

Cambrian fle.

The Pre-Cambrian rocks consist chiefly of granite

and schist, but also include quartzite, quartz porphyry, diabase,

gneiss, site, marble

',lid

other rook types (Bass, 1929).

A

block diagram by Farquhar (1957) shows the *basement complex"
of Sumner County to be composed mostly of schist, phyllite, and

non-Ernitic .Weiss while the roots of the Nemahn

hark,e consists

essentially of Lranite.
Cambrian System

Waucoban and Albertan Series.
Albertan

Ak;e

Deposits of Waucoban and

are not recognized in the Sumner County area.

Croixian series.

The Lamotte (Reagan) sandstone, a wide-

spread basal Paleozoic deposit, ias not been identified in any
of

tr a

five wells whiW: penetrated to

t

a Pre-Cambrian basement.

The absence of tYe Lamotte in these wells is not sufficient

evidence to assume that t,e deposit is missing, from the subsurface strata tLrouglout

t',e

county as four of the granite

tests were made in the Oxford and Churchill pools which are

located on tie Nemah.a Range and one was drilled in sec. 9,
T.

30 S. R. 1 W.

However, a distribution map of the upper

Cambrian and lower Ordovician rocks by Keroher and Kirby (1948)
indicates that Central Kansas was a granitic highland at the
time of Lamotte deposition and since Sumner County lies within
this erea it is most likely that the Lamotte will not be found
The blauconitic bonneterre

in the subsurface of the county.

dolomite was deposited over tee Lamotte sandstone without a break
1n sedimentetion and spread beyond the margins of Lamotte deposi-

tion in some areas of Kansas and possibly on to the exposed Pre.

Cambrien rooks of at least a portion of the Sumner County area.
If the Bonneterre was deposited over the entire area, it was sub-

sequently removed by erosion in

te

northern part of the county.

The presence or absence of tie bonneterre dolomite In southern

Sumner County is not known as wells have not penetreted to the
possible depths of this formation.

Pre-Eminence exeoeure of near-

by Pre-Cambrian rocks is indicated by

Ve

basal member of the

Eminence dolomite which contains a censiderable amount of arkosic
material in wells of Chautauqua. Labette, and Cherokee counties
(Keroher end Kirby, 1948).

Amos

the Eminence dolomite is also

absent from subsurface strata in the area, and the basal arkosic

member pinches out to the east of Sumner County, it is very

probeble that the Eminence seas did not transgress upon the Pre.
Cambrian eurface.
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Ordovician System

Lower,

OntoviOan.

The Arbuckle grow) in this area consists

of the Van Buren-Gasconade secuence and the Roubidoux formation

and the Jefferson City-Cotter sequence.

The

Water sandstone,

which is the basal member of the Van Buren formation, rests

unconformably on the Pre-Cambrian complex and is composed of
coarse anolar quartz fragments and quartz sand grains in °outset

with the weathered surface of the granite.

Several feet above

the granite, the sand grains are smaller, well sorted and highly

rounded.

The average thickness of

te

Gunter sandstone in

Kansae is 10 feet, however, wells in the area have penetrated as
much as 48 feet of this sandstone.

Increased thicknesses of

Gunter were noted in wells in which the Gunter sandstone rested

on PreCambrian granite (Keroher and Kirby, 1948).

The Van Buren

formation and Gasconade dolomite are not clearly separable

itt

the subsurface, therefore, the two formations are grouped as a
unit.

The Van BureniAasconade sequence consists mainly of a

cherty, coarsely crystalline, white to gray dolomite.

Thicknesses

of slightly more than 200 feet have been reported in Sumner County.
The Houbidoux formation is a sandy dolomite which unoolu.

formably overlies the Van Buren-Gasconade sequence and ranges
from ljO to 200 feet in thickness.
The Jefferson City dolomite probably is conformable on the

koubidoux formation in the area covered by this report.

The

Jefferson City and Cotter dolomites are classed together in the
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subsurface because

Vey

lithologio criteria.

are not distinctly separable on

This sequence oonsists of cherty, coarsely

crystalline dolomite with thin beds of sand or dolomitic sandstone occurring in all parts of the unit.

Wells in Sumner

County have penetratA. from 550 to 660 feet of the Jefferson
City..Cotter deposits.

The Arbuckle group, sometimes called the

"Arbuckle lime" or "Siliceous lime" by drillers and geologists,
ranges in thickness from 900 to 1100 feet from the northeast to
the southwest in Sumner County.

Due to the uneven surface of the

basement complex over which the Arbuckle was deposited and the

period of erosion which followed deposition, considerable variation
in these thicknesses will occur in local areas.

AowerNAMOdie

....AoilgimO.

The Simpson group includes a

unit of lower unnamed Simpson beds, the St. Peter sandstone and
the Platteville formation.

The lower Simpson beds, which rest

unoonformably on the Jefferson City and Cotter dolomites, consist
of shale, sandy shale, and sandstone.

The Simpson sands are

commonly rather fine and quite anular, however, the typical
rounded grains appear in many zones (Ver Wiebe, 1938).

On

well records the lower Simpson beds are of tun referred to as

Wilcox sand #2 or Simpson sand f2 and the St. Peter sandstone
as Wilcox sand #1 or Simpson sand #1.

However, the name Simpson

sand is usually applied which indicates eit.er one or both of the

units*

Aocording to Moore at al. (1951), the

St

Peter sandstone

and slightly older rocks of the Simpson group are lower Ordovician

7

In age while the overlying Platteville formation is a middle

Ordoviolan deposit.

*The Platteville formation in Kanias consists

of dolomite, limestone, sandstone and green shale in voried sue-

oaasion, and at the basal part is a persistent dolomite* (Moore,
at al. 1931).

As the result of pre-Viola erosion the basal

dolomite ls probably the only member of the Platteville for-

mation present in the subsurface of Sumner County.
the Simpson sand is found immediately below

te

In some wells

Viola.

Local

thinning, and absence of the Platteville, where overlain by the

Viola, was due to the more extensive erosion of such areas during

pre-Viola times.

Thickness of the Simpson group ranges from 20

feet in the northeastern part of the county to 223 feet in the

southwestern part.
The Viola, a oherty, coarsely crystalline, white limestone,
rests unoonformably on the Platteville and Simpson sands in

southwestern Sumner.

It is also found in isolated oreas through-

out the county Whloh were probably topographic depressions during

Pre-Chattanooga erosion.

Aver

z6e

thlokness of the Viola, where

present, is about 7 feet, however, wall

from the southwestern

part of the county show that 20 to 25 feet of these deposits have

boon penetrated.

4t 2rp_zausi.

The sylvan (Maquoketa) shale, which is

an upper Ordovician shale, dolomitic limestone, and dolomite,

was deposited over the entire county and extended from Oklahoma
to the North Kansas Basin.

As a result of pre-Devonian and

pro-Chattanoogan erosion, the Sylvan was removed from all but
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the extreme southwestern portion of the county where maximum

thicknesses of about 10 feet exist.
Silurian System
Rooks of the Silurian system, including the Bunton limestone

which is a Silurian and Devonian deposit, are found in the subsurface to the north, south, and west of Sumner County, but

sedimentary rooks of this age are not recognized in the area.

Devonian or Mississippian System
The Misener sandstone, which is the basal member of the

Chattanooga shale, consists of small lenses ranging in thickness
from a thin streak of sandy shale to a clean sandstone 11 feet
thick.
The black, fissle Chattanooga shale unoonformably overlies
the Sylvan, Viola,

county.

Elia

Simpson strata in various parts of the

The Chattanooga is oharacterized by a relatively

uniform thickness of 70 feet over most of the area; however* as
a result of pre-Cowley erosion, local thinning and absence of the

deposit occurs in a small portion of eastern Sumner County.
Cross sections of eastern Kansas and a thickness map of the Chat-

tanooga shale by Lee (1940) indicates that a large erosional

basin was formed in Cowley and Chautauqua counties during preCowley time.

Cowley basin.

Lee (1940) refers to the erosional feature as the

A small arm of the Cowley basin entered Sumner in

the southeastern oorner of the county, extended northward
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approximately 25 miles end WPS from 4 to 8 miles wide.

In the

erea covered by this report, the Chattanooga was completely

removed only in the deepest part of the Cowley basin extension.
The Chattanooga shale is oonsidered to be of Devonian age (Moore,
et al. 1951).

The Chattanooga was formerly classified as the

basal portion of the Kinderhookien series (MoClellen, 1930), and

on most well records is still logged as the Kinderhook shale.
However, mince the Woodford shale (Devonian) of Oklahoma correlates

with the Chattanooga (Melton, 1930), it is not unusual to find the
name Woodford shale on well logs, pertioulerly in the southern part
of the county.

Mississippian System

Elaldnatign

Series.

Rooks of the Kinderhookien age are

not reocknixed in the Sumner County area.
2Amillaa Sorter).

The Chattanooga was exposed until deposi-

tion of the Osage series, however, this area was probably too low
to have undereone mech erosion which is indicated by the uniform

thickness of the Chattanooga.

OnagiRn strata of the area include

the St. Joe, Reeds Spring, and Burlington limestones which were

deposited without a brie* in sedimentation.

The St. Joe,lying

enoonformably on the Chattanooga, oonsists chiefly of a coarsely
granular, noneherty, orinoidal limestone and a member of dark
green eueillaoeous shale near the base.

The limestone and shale

member of the St. Joe range in thickness from 15 feet in the
southern two-thirds of the county to 124 feet in the north.
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Zones of dark bluish and brownis

oaert occur in the gray,

granular aeeds Spring limestone distinguishing it from Burlington

limestone which contains gray and bluish white chart (Los, 1940).
The Burlington limestone is also interstratified with thin beds of
gray dolomite.

Probably as the result of pre-Cowley erosion, the

Reeds Spring and Burlington limestone are found only in the northern

portion of the county.

The combined thickness of these rock units

range from a beveled edge at their southern most margin to

approximately 145 feet at the Sediialok-Sumner county line.

Neramecian Series.

Neramecian rocks of the area consist of

the Cowley formation and the overlying Warsaw limestone.

Before

the Cowley formation was deposited, the Osagian rooks of central

and southern Sumner were subjected to severe erosion.

The Cowley

basin was form-d and extended into the eastern portion of the

Sumner County area exposing the Chattanooga shale and in the deepest
part of the narrow basin, the Simpson group.

At the base of the

Cowley formation is a well-developed glauconitic zone averaging

about 23 feet in thickness which is an excellent marker bed.

The

Cowley formation in characterized by relatively thick gray and

dark colored silty, oherty, and dolomitic limestones.

Overlap to

the north suggests that the Warsaw, a gray-white fine textured non,
silty limestone, was a transgressing deposit; therefore, the Warsaw limestone was probably deposited over the entire area but was

removed from the southern portion of Sumner County by pre-

Desmoinesian erosion.

Thicknesses of the Noramecian rocks range

from 350 feet in the *antral and southern part of

VA

county to
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110 feet in the north.

The Cowley formation o,:mstitutes the

ereater part of the Mississippian rooks in this area.
residual chart is often encountered in

A zone of

he uppermost 20 to 100

feet of the Cowley forupAtin which is known to those of the oil

industry as the Mississippi

reservoir for oil

'.nd

flatlet".

Au

"chat" serves as a

6as in many localities, however, only the

wenin...ton field pr(Auces oil from it in Sumner County.

Chesterian Seies.

Rooks of the Chesterian series are not

reconized in Sumner County.
Pennsylvanian Syrtew
klce'rowwe

and Atokan Series.

hooks belonging to the Morrowan

and Atoktan eeries have not been identified in Sumner County.

Desmoinesian Series,.

The Pennsylvanian basal conjomemte,

also known as the "Sooy" con6lomerate, represents a transgressinL

deposit.

According to &limn (1934) the "Sooy" conglomerte has

no definite stratityaphic position, the deposit is underlain by
beds ranging from Pre-Cambrian to upper Mississippian and is over-

laia by beds from Morrowan to upper Lansing in age.

However, in

the Sumner County area the "Sooy" was probably deposited by the
advanoint, Cherokee seas.

The "Sooy" is a coarse cherty and sandy

deposits with thicknesses

ren:.,in,

fro:ti

a thin veneer to 15 feet.

The Cherokee group unconformF3bly overlies the Meramecian
rocks

wig

the

Pennsylvcnin basal eont;lomer-te is absent.

Cherokee is usually represented by dark to bl'ok shales; the
amount of lleieetone present is very small.

Sandstones in the

The
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Cherokee rocks commonly occur in lenticular bodies but

t

e lenses

are arranged in definite stratieraphio zones (Moore, 1949).

Lone

narrow channel fillings and bar deposits, often referred to as "shoestrine" sands, are abundant in the extreme eastern portion of the

county and many of teem are important oil and tea reservoirs.

The

name "Bartlesville sand" has been appliea to one and to several
lentioular sands, some of which rave been correlated with the Bluejacket sandstone.

Other well known and important eubsurface sands

of the Cherokee group include the Aed Fork, Skinner, and the Prue.
The Prue sand, where present, is encountered at the top of the

Cherokee section and is correlated with tee Squirrel sand of eastern
Kansas.

Average thickness of the Cherokee in the area is about

200 feet.
The Marmaton group overlies the Cherokee group over the entire

area covered by this reeort.

Strata comprising, the Marmaton croup

is made up of shale, sandy shale, sandstone and limestone.

Radio»

active logs indicete the presence of much more limestone in this
group than in the underlying Cherokee deposits.

The Marmaton group

consists of seven formations, in ascending order, they are the Ft.
Scott limestone, Labette shale, Pawnee limestone, Bandera shale,
eitaecnt limestone, Moweta shale, and the Lenapah limestone.

The

Ft. Scott limectone provides an easy separetion of the Mermaton

and Cherokee deposits in most wells.

In the subsurface tee basal

member of the Ft. Scott is the "Csweeo lime", which corresponds to
the Blackjack Creek limestone member on the outcrop.
sand", a producer in

over localities,

is

r

The "Peru

lenticular sandstone
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The

weich occurs locally et the bere of the Labette Shale.

elev-1end sand correletes with the Wayside sand of eastern Kimono
and is found near tie top of the Nowete stele in the southern
Although the everege thickness of the

portion of tee county.

Marmeton is 130 feet, the deposits rerge from 25 to 210 feet thick.
Locel thinntn

was probebly due to the uneven surfece upon welch

the beds wereedeposlted Ps

Missourien Series.
lying.

eelles post-Mereston erosion.

A major

unconforwit eeperatee the under.

Marmaton from the Pleasanton croup.

The Pleeernton strata

a sandy shale; however, the Checkerborrd

is composed chiefly of

limestone, en important marker bed, is encountered neer the top of
the group in ell but the extreme northern portion of the area.

The Checkerboard is

tray limestone approximetely 5 feet thick

P

and on electric logs it con be distinguished by a characteristle
"kick" on both the normal and 1.terel curlee.

erea the Pleesenton be

nesses rnn e

fro71

in the

Nemeth,:

Range

become progressively thinner where thieke

20 to 40 feet on the hither domes, es compered

with V-e 100 foot intervals associeted with other parts of the
county.
The Kansas City

,roue consists of three subgroups,

order, celled the Bronson, Linn, and Zerah subgroups.

in upward

Although

the subgroups ere readily distinguishable at their outcrops in

eastern Kansas, the alternetine shales and limestones ere not
easily differentiated in the subeurfloe.

However, the Hod shooter

limestone, which corresponds to the Dennis limestone of the outcrop,

marks the top of the Bronson and the Drum limestone represents a
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portion of the Linn subgroup.

Distinguishing the Lansing-Kansas

City contact becomes somewhat of a problem in Sumner County, as a
result the Layton send is misplaced on well logs.

In the area

covered by this investigation the Larch sub8roup and the upper
portion of the Linn subgroup consists of a shale sequence ranging
in thickness from approximately 70 to 170 feet.

The Plattsburg

limestone, which is the basal rook unit of the Lansing group, is

missing from the subsurface strata south of sec. 35, T. 30 S.,
R. 2 W.

in Sumner County (Winchell, 1957).

Therefore,

the Bonner

Springs allele of the Zarah subgroup is overlain by the Vilas shale
(Lansing) throughout most of Sumner County, and as both formations

consist of gray to buff strile, sandy shle, end sandstone, they san

not be differentiated in the subsurface.

As a result, most

sea°.

gists place the Lansing-Kansas City contact at the top of the Drum

limestone which is underlain by thick sections of limestone interbedded with thin shale members comprising the remaining portion of
the Linn subgroup and the Bronson subgroup.

The well known Layton

sand has been correlated with the Cottage Grove sandstone prmber
of the Chanute shale in the Linn subgroup (Lukert, 1949) but as

the formation is above the thick limestone section, the Layton is

reoorded as Lansing on all well recorns of the nrer.

Lansing-Kansas City contact can

riot

As the

be determined throuf,hout the

largest part of the county, the subsurface cross sections (Appendix,
Fig.

9)

show the contact at the approximate etri,tigraphio interval.

Where tea Plattsburg is present and thicknesses of the Kansas City
can ba determined, the

&obup

ranges from 350 to 400 feet thick
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which is probable the ease throuehout most of the oouaty.
The Lansing

grow

rests unoonformably on the underlying Kansas

City beds and consists of three formations,

the Plattsburg lime-

stone, Vilma shale, and Stanton limestone, in ascandIng order.

As

previously mentioned, the Plattsburg limestone is absent from the

Lensne streta
(1931)

in the largest portion of the county.

Moore et al.

state thet the Plattsburg dissappears near the Oklahoma

line but reappears farther south.

"Slight reeional warpine of

Kansas City and older rooks in the Chautauqua arch area, which does

not effect the Lansing beds, is associated with absence; of lower
Lansing deposits" (Moore, 1949).

Therefore, the absence of the

Plattsburg in the area is probably the result of nondeposition
rather than erosion.

In most places in Sumner County the Vilna

shale is underlain by Kansas Cite rocks and overlain by the Steil-

naker sandstone.

The atalneker has been considered a feeies of

the Stanton limestone since the two beds are found et the same

stretierepaic interval and consequently the Stalnaker is recorded
as upper Lanstng on well loos.

By the use of electric and

radio

active logs, Lukert (19h9) found tart the northern limit of the

Stelneker send occurred in the some erec that nerae tee soutaern
limit of the Stanton limestone and concluded

Vet

the Stanton was

removed by erosion prior to Stalnaker deposition and that the

Stalneker was Vireilien in age, in part equivalent to the T0)401203(10
sandstone of the Doveles group.

Recent work by Winchell (1957)

has substantiated Lukert's conclusions and also defined the limit*
of Stalnaker deposition in souti

central Kansas.

Wincaell (1957)

±6

has traced five buried stream channels from the north that led

into the embayaent area which probably carried the detritus

material coaposing the Stalnaker sand.

A structure contour map

on top of the Stanton limestone by Winchell (1937) shows only
three small outliers of the Stanton extending into north-central

Sumner.

As a result of the irregular surface due to post-Stanton

erosion, the thickness of the Lansing group varies from possibly
a few feet to 120 feet and consists essentially of tae Vilas shale.

The Pedee group, consisting of the Weston shale and Iatan

limestone, was probably deposited over the area but removal by
erosion prior to Virgilian deaositian.

V1railian Series.

The Stranger formation and the overlying

Lawrence shale represents the Douglas group which rests unoona
formably on Lansing deposits in the area.

The basal portion of

the Stranger formation consists of the Stalnaker sand, a widespread

marine deposit of south-central Kansas and northern Oklahma.
The Stalnoker is better known in Oklahoma as tie Tonkawa sand

which
(1924)

war;

named after tae Tonkawa field.

Accordina to Hosterman

the Tonkawa sand is one of the mast persistent as well as

productive sands of northern Oklahoma.

In many areas of northern

Oklahoma the first depanclable correltion to be made is on the
Tonkawa sand (Carpenter, 1930).

Over 200 feet of the Stalnaker

sand have been penetrated in parts of southern Sumner, howeva-,
the average thickness in the area is about 100 feet.

The Haskell

limestone is an excellent marker bed in the Stranger formation
and is usually present just above the Stalnaker.

The Douglas
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group is composed of about 320 feet of shFle with thin limestone

layers and prominent sandstone bodies.
The overlyin, Shawnee group is a,le up of seven formations,
in ascending order they

r.re

the Orend limestone, Kanwaka

Lecompton limestone, Tecumseh shale, Deer Creek limestone, Calhoun
shale, and Topeka limestone.

are much thicker

contain sand,

tiaan

Well logs show that

the interlaalded shales.

te

limestones

Many of the shales

some of which are reservoirs for oil Red aas,

as the Hoover sands.

such

The Heebner shale, a member of the basal

Creed limestone, is a thin, bleak, platy shale which is
as a marker in the subsurface.

Ar.ry

useful

The Shawnee beds are usually well

over the 400 feat in thickness.
The Wabaunsee group is divided into tee Sacfox, Nemrha, and

Richardson subgroups, and oonsists of as r'xi
altern ting shale and limestone.

As the

tely 5)0 feet of

Individwa limestone and

shale beds are usually rather thin, it is impossible to correlate
all of

tem

with those of the outcrop.

The Severy shale at the

base of the group and the overlying, Howard limestone have produced
some

as and a small amount of oil, however, production was

aenerally exhausted within a year.

Permian System
Wolfcamelan Series,.

The Wolfcamplan series, formerly called

the Big Blue series, consist of the Admire group, Counoil Grove

group and the Chase group, in ascending order.

The Admire beds

rest unoonforwibly on Pennsylvanian strata but because of their
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similarity to the upper Pennsylvanian rocks the oontact is difficult
to determine in the subsurface.

The Admire group is composed of

shale with minor amounts of limestone and sandstone.
The Council ()rove group comprises about 300 feet of alternating

The limestones are less massive and thinner

shales and limestones.

in this group than those of the overlying Chase beds.

limestone at the

bl;se

of the Council Grove

gro--c,

The Americus

is easily idiom.

titled by the numerous fusulinids in the well samples.
The Chase group, composed ohiefly of bright oclored shales

and thick cherty limestones, avernges about 290 feet in thickness.
At the base of the group lies the cherty Wreford limestone and the
top is well marked by the Herington limestone.

The Herington is

the first prominent limestone found in wells of this area.

1920 and 1932,

Between

hen much core drilling was carried on in Sumner

County, the Herington was the rook unit usually sought to obtain

information eonoerning the attitude of the underlying strata (Ver
Wiebe, 1938).

The Herington is found about 800 feet below the

surface in the western part of the county.
T4eonardian Series.

The Sumner group, overlying the Chase

deposits, consists of the Wellington formation and the Ninnescah
shale in Sumner County.

Wellington beds outcrop in the eastern

two-thirds of the county where
of Quaternary age.

trley

are not covered by deposits

The Wellington formation is primarily a gray

silty shale out also cont-ius evaporites and a few thin bedded

limestones and dolomiteS.

The middle part of the Wellington is

made up of the Hutchinson salt member which is found in the
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subsurface of the weetern half of the county and attains a maximum
thiokness of 150 feet.

The entire Wellington section has a thick-

ness of 575 feet where it is protected by the Ninnescab shale.

The

Ninnesoah shale is predominantly red, silty shale; however, some
gray shale, impure limestone, and eiltetone is present.

This shale

sequence is present only in the western one-third of Sumner County

where it is either exposed to the surface or covered by Quaternary
deposits.

Thicknesses of the Ninnesoah range from a beveled edge

at their eastern margin to 200 feet elong the western border of
the county.

Triassie, Jurassic, and Cretaceous Systems

Rooks of Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous age are not
represented in Sumner County.

Tertiary System
Remnants of Tertiary river deposits, consisting of isolated
pebbles of granite and ohert, are found on the upland -r

in

only a small portion of the extreme northweetern corner of Sumner
County.
Quaternary System

Pleistocene Series.

The Gerlane terrace of the 9entiorn

formation, a Pleistocene river deposit, is oomposed of exavel,
(sand,

sil";,

and clay whior was derived frog Permian and Tertiary

form&tiens (Ver Wiebe, 1 p38).

It covers most of the area betWeen
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the Chickaskia river and Bluff Creek as well as the southwestern

cornar of the county.
recent Series.

Alluvium alora t'e Arkansas

Ninnescah, and

Chickasaia rivers and Bluff Creek consists of gravel, sand, and silt
which WPC deposited by these rivers while in flood stage during
Recent time.

STRUCTURE
Pre-Mississippian Regional Structure

Southwest Kansas Basin.

The name Southwest Kansas basin,

coined by Moore and Jewett (1942), is applied to a major pre-

Mississippian structural province southwest of the Ellis arch and
west of the Chautauqua arch (Appendix, Fig. 2).
North Kansas Basin.

Rich (1933) named a larae pre-Mississippian

basin north of the Chautauqua arch and north and east of the Ellis
arch,

the North Kansas basin (Appendix, Fla. 2).

Ellis and Chautauqua Arches.

A major pre-Mississippian

structural high trending nolaaaest-southeast across Kansas
separated the Southwestern Kansas basin from the North Kansas basin
(Appendix, Fig. 2).

The structural high was composed of two arches

separated by a low saddle.

name Ellis

,ch

Moore and Jewett (1942) applied the

to the structural high northwest of the saddle.

The struoture to the southeast of the saddle, a pre-Mississippian

extension of tae Ozark uplift, was naaed the Chautauqua arch by
Barwiok (1928).

Bich (1933) coined tae name Central Kansas arch
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to deli

saddle.

hate the entire pre-Misaissipelen structure, Including the
However, as this name may easily be confused with the

post-Mississippian Central Kansas uplift, the terms ellis arch and
Chautauqua arch are most widely used in the literature, and the
saddle between

tem

is unnamed.

The location of Sumner County on the western flank of

Ve

Chautauqua arch is Indicated by the thinnine of the Simpson broup
and the absence of the Viola limestone and Sylvan shale In the

northeastern portion of

t

e

county as shown

icy

cross liGUIAOU

Sal

in Pie. 9 (Appendix).

Sumner County is located on the pre-Mississippian saddle at
the western

Ellis arch.

wrein

of

the Chautauqua

era

and southeast of the

The Southwestern bGsin was to the west of the area

and tte North Kansas basin to the north.

Subsidence of the

Anadarko basin and structural movements of the Chautauqua arch were
probably the controlline faotors reerdine the pre-Mississipplan
dip ia

t;Ie

area which was to t'e southwest.

Later Paleozoic Regional Structures
Central, r;ensaa Uplift.

The Central Kansas uplift is an

ieportant post-Mississippian element of different structural grain
than thet of the ancestral uplift of

Lllis erch (Appendix, Fig. 3).

t:e)

same area, which is nailed

The post -Mississippian origin of

the Central Kansas uplift is indicated by the tilted and truncated

margins of Xississipplan beds on its flanks which net separated

from the overlyine Pennsylvenln depoeite by an eneuler unconformity
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and also by the absence

of

the Mississippian on Uisitur parts of

The structure was originally named the Russell arch

the uplift.

by Denison (1926) and later ruferr,4 to ae the Barton arch

Lerwick (1928).

try

Thetterm Central Kansas uplift, ()clued by Morgan

(1932), is the most widely used in literature.
tpdswick Basin.

The aedgwick basin is a post-Mississippian

feature which occupies the area north of the Northern basin shelf,
west of the Nemeha Range, oast of the Central Kansas uplift, and
south of a low archliks structure which separates it from the

Salina basin (Appendix, Fig. 3).

The name Sedgwick basin was

applied to this structure by Moore and Jewett (1942).
4nadarko basin

the

Dodaeialy 4mbament.

The Dodge City

embaymeat Is a large post-Mississippian structural province which

occurs in the area south of the Central Kansas uplift and west of
the Northern basin shelf (Appendix, Flip 3).
pre-i...,,usly.

regarded this area as an extension of the Anadarko

1.3ter,

basin.

Clifton (1926) had

MoClellan.(1930) named the structure the Dodge City

As the number of well, drilled In western Kansas has

greatly increased since 1930, it is known that this structure is

not a true basin but
Anadarko basin.

ilisrely

an embayment of the northward extending

The term Dodge City embayment was applied to the

portion of the Anadarko basin extending into southwestern Kansas
by Wheeler (1947).

Maher and Collins (1948) proposed the name

Hugoton embayment for the same structure because the city of

Hugoton lies more nearli in the center of the embayment area.
The terms Dodge City emb4meat and hugoton esSayment are bota
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widely used in the literature.

Northern Basin Shelf.

The Northern basin shelf occupies an

area in south central Kansas extendine west of the Nemaha Ranee,
east of the Dodge City embeyment end between the Anederko basin
and the Central Kansas uplift (Appendix, Fig. 3).

According to

Wheeler (194?) the Ordovician rooks rise northward into Kansas
with only a gradual fletteni:ee but the Mississippian and Penn..
sylvanian strata show an abrupt decrease in the rate of thinning:
suggestive of a northern basin shelf.

Nemaha Ranee.

The Nemaha Range is a prominent structure

thrt extends southwprd from Nebraska, crossing Kanses fmal Nemaha
County to Sumner County, and continues a short distance beyond

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (Appendix, Fig. 3).

The eastern flank of

the Yamaha Range is conFiderebly steeper than the western flank

throughout its entire length.

It divided the pre -Mississippian

North Kenses begin into two separete basins, the Salina basin on
the west and the Forest City basin on the east.

resulted from the upliftine of the Nemaha Range

Deformation which
t.e

eeztern Sumner

County is revealed by the Simpson, Mississippian, and Stalnaker

structure contour maps (Appendix, Fie.

6,

sections of the area (Appendix, Fig. 9).

7,

and 8) and the cross

Many names appear in

the literature referring to this structure,

such as, the Nemaha

mountains, granite ridge, Nemaha ridge, Nemaha anticline, Table
Rock anticline (Nebraska) and Nebraska -Oklahoma anticline.

Eardley (1951) states,

It resembles the Colorado Range of the

Ancestral Rockies, and therefore the characterization of it as a

range is more appropriate than as an arch, anticline, or ridge, an
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it has variously been called."

It seems prefer9ble to agree with

Mr. Bardley and the name Nemaha Range will be used for the struts..

Lure in this report.

Ozark Uplift.

The Ozark uplift lies chiefly in southern

Missouri and extends into southeastern Kansas.

It is the result

of several periods of uplifting and is responsible for the west-

ward regional dip of Pennsylvanian and Permian beds whioh oomprise
the Prairie PlaIni monooline.

Cherokee

hum.

The Cherokee basin in southeastern Kansas

is regarded as an extension of the Ouachita basin of eastern Okla..

home.

The Cherokee basin lies east of the Nemaha Range, south of

the Bourbon arch, and west of the Ozark uplift (Appendix, dig. 3).

Minor Structures
Barwick (1928) named the anticlinal fold extending from

Marion County across Butler, Harvey, Sedgwiok, Sumner, and Harper
counties the Bluff City anticline (Appendix, Fig. 3).

The north..

easterly trend of the Bluff City anticline nearly parallels the
axis of the Nemaha Range,

In all probability the Bluff City anti-

cline was formed oontetporaneously with the Nemaha Range.

In

Sumner County the Bluff City anticline is represented by a'plunging.
axis as indicated by the Simpson, Mkssissippien, and Stalnsker

structure contour maps (Appendix, Fig.
section A-A', Fig. 9 (Appendix).

c,

7,

and 8), and eross
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GEOLOGIC HISSORY

PrewCambriam Eras
"As in other re;ions, the Pre-Cambrian eras in Kansas may

have been one of uplifts, accompanied by extensive folding

frid

faulting and perhaps associated with considerable 16neous activity.
(Moore, 1918).

Igneous activity is interred

fr,Nm

the metamorphosis"

rocks forming tineiss, schist, and qurtzite that have been reo-

oplized from well cuttings.

Before the beginning of Cambrian

sedimentation, a period of widespread and extensive erosion probably

reduced the basement rocks to nearly t level plain.

A thickness

mnp of the Bonneterre dolomite by Keroher and Kirby (1948) suggests
that pre-Cambrian relief is Kansas seldom exceeded 150 feet prior
to Cambrian deposition.

Paleozoic Ere

Strata of lower and middle Cambrian age are nut found in
Kansas, but the advancing Croixian seas, which deposited the

Lamotte sandstone, Bonneterre and Eminence dolomites, covered mush
of the area.

The Lamotte is absent from en extenriv© area in

central Kansas, however, the overlying Bonneterre dolomite, which
was deposited without a break in sedimentation, spread beyond the

margins of Lamotte deposition onto Pre-Cambrian rocks, and
probably covered
1948).

the.

eentral part of the state (Karcher and Kirby,

The Croixian seas then retreated, leeving the Bonneterre

exposed and as a result of pre-Van Buren erosion the Bonneterre
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dolomite was removed from a large portion of the central Kansas
*highland*.

Croixian seas re-entered the state and deposited the

Eminence dolomite which is found in the extreme eastern and western
Its absence in the are-

parts of Kansas.

may be the result of post-

Eminence removal by erosion but is probably the result of non.

deposition over t'e central uplift nrea.

Since Croixian deposits

have not been recognized in the area covered by this report, it
was probably a part of central Kansas "highland ".

Erosionel debris

from the Cumner County area was erobably transported to the east
and deposited in the subsiding Ozark basin.
The Arbuckle seas gradually transgressed northward, reworked
the weathered Pre-Cambrian surface in the area and deposited the

Gunter sandstone.
was followed by

7,

Deposition of the Van Duren-Gasconade sequence
period of erosion which removed part of the

Gasconade dolomite prior to the continuous sedimentetion of the
Roubidoux formation and Jefferson City-Cotter eequence.

Prior to
Ar-

the invasion of the Simpson sees the region was uplifted.

buckle deposits were eroded from the creet of the Southeast
Nebraska arch end reduced in thickness elsewhere in the area.
The Simpson sea, like tLe Arbuckle, transgressed gradually to
the north.

After the St. Peter sandstone wns deposited the seas

retreated, end due to periodic earth movements the Ellis

prat.,

Chautauqua arch and Ozark dome began to rise centemporenuously
with

t'13

downworuinc, of

te

North Kansas basin.

The Simpson sea

re-entered the area and the Platteville formetlen was deposited
before the seas withdrew.

The Platteville surface was attacked
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by erosion and in areas of higher elevation the St. Peter was

exposed to the surface.

Yawed and before

The fluctuating Ordovician seas again ad-

the close of the period the Viola limestone and

Sylvan shale were deposited.

With the exception of the southwestern

corner of the county and perhaps a few isolated topographic depressions
pre-Chattanooga beveling removed the Sylvan shale and reduoad the
thickness of the Viola limestone.
If the Hunton limestone of Silurian and Devonian age and

older Silurian sediments were ever deposited in the area covered
by this investigation, they were completely eroded during pre-

Chattanooga times.

Near the *lose of the Devonian and prior to

Chattanoogan deposition, the Ellis and Chautaulua arches rose and
were eroded so that the Arbuckle limestone was exposed over large
portions of these structures.

Uplifting of the Ozark dome was

also rejuvenated at this time.

Practically the entire region was

again submerged and the Chattanooga shale

as deposited on a nearly

peneplained surface.
The Kinderhookian

spocft,

of the Mississippian period was

represented by minor erosion of the underlying Chattanooga in this
area.

It seems signifioant to not

that all Kinderhookian

formations present in the state thicken to the north, as does the
Chattanooga; whereas the Osagian formations thicken southward.
The thinning and overlap of Osagian deposits toward the north, as

shown in cross sections by Lee (1940), indicate a southerly tilting
of the whole region.

Tilting is also shown by the similar over-

lap of younger Mississippian rooks.

The distribution of the
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iieede aprin.,4 aul

(eaten) Aloft

Burlin6bon limeston

VA, flanks

of the Central Kansas uplift and the Nemehe Ranee strongly euatesti

thRt these two struetures were

deemed

iisently

before

re...shape th e

commenced during the Osage *pooh.

This

re0on

autire re6ion probably

The retreating Osage

their deposits in tre euaner Count y area

during the

Theretorei crustal

depesitioh or lower Csaglan reeks (Lee, 1940).
eoveeent which was to later

ox'

ex:i)esed to

as Left

severe en-,sIon.

oti
to the north was au upland area and to the coat

larLe rosIrvect basin 1yin6 chifly in Oklohema.

as a

As a result, the

majority of the Oesginn eedisente wers emit:4d from Via southern
twoethirds of
the Cowley

U,

county.

The Simpson foreation wus eaposed in

ein extension whloh entered

the Sumner County area

from the eoutheast and extended northward.

The Cowley bcsin, an

erosional feature, originated in Cowley and Chautauqua counties
as a result of

renal

viltin

to the south and pre-Cowley erosion.

Keramecian sets wirnInced nud eventuelly the Cowley feretion
the tmein eroded in older rooks until its upper part smi the eon.

tormable Wereaw limest*ne overlapped upon the upleod*
Neresecian and Chestern stretm wore
area, bat like ea:rt at

tot

protr.lbly

Upper

depoeited in t,e

ersaw, wore reeoved by pre.Desaolneelen

erosion.
Regional movement of tie earth's erust now commenoed on a
large sera..

The Ozark:

doe

was uplifted

.sin in late Kissisa.

ipplan tiaa and reourrorees of uplift during the Pennsylvanian
are apparent.

Subsidence of the Chvuteuqua arch tres resulted in

the developeant at

te

Cherokee bfealn.

Najor deforwilley of the
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Central Kansas uplift and Nemaha Range in late Mississippian and

early Pennsylvanian times developed contemporaneously with down.

warping of the Dodge City embayment, the Salina basin and the

Forest City basin.

The northeasterly trending Bluff City anti-

cline and possibly other minor anticlinal structures paralleling
the Nemaha Range appeared at this time.

The Bourbon arch, a

shallow platform between the Forest City basin on the north and
the Cherokee basin on the south, came into existence during early

Pennsylvanian time.

The thickness of the Mississippian over the

Neaaha Range in most of Sumner County indicates that deformation
was not as severe as elsewhere in the region during late Mississ-

ippian and early Pennsylvanian time.

In Sumner County the Ar-

buckle deposits were exposed only on the snail anticlinal structure

comprising the Churchill field (T. 31 S., R. 2 E.) during the up.

lifting of the Nemaha Range.

Elsewhere in the county along the

Nemaha Range the Mississippian beds vary in thickness from 150
feet on sharp domes and anticlines to 350 feet in surrounding
areas.

A regional thickness map of the Mississippian strata by

Lee (1939) shows a thick section of Mississippian beds over the
portion of the Bluff City anticline extending into Sumner County.
It appears, therefore, that little deformation of the Bluff City

anticline,occurred in this area prior to Cherokee deposition,
Cherty deposits, subsequently known as the Mississippi "chat*,

were derived from the weathering of the oherty Cowley formation

and are found over most of the area.

Local thinning and absence

of the "chat" was probably the result of erosion during emergenoe
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and wave action .during submergence from topographic highs.

Prior to Cherokee deposition the area was erodes to a
relatively smooth surface and regional tilting, to the southeast
toward the Ouachita basin occurred.

The Forest City and Cherokee

basins became an arm of the Ouachita basin that extended north-

ward from southeastern Oklahoma.

The fluctuating Cherokee sea

Invaded Sumner County from the southeast, reworking, the weathered
surface and depositing the Pennsylvanian basal conglomerate and
the lenticular Bartlesville sand in parts of the area.

The

Bartlesville sand is developed best in the southeast and eastern
part of the county over portions of the Memaha Range which indicates previous peneplanation and southeastward tilting of the
area.

As the seas advanced, the Marmaton group was deposited on

the underlyin, Cherokee sediments.

At the close of the Desmoinesian

epoch the Marmaton beds became an erosion surface which existed
until deposition of Pleasanton group in Missourian time.

Thinning

of the Pleasanton beds over the Nemaha Range in the northeastern

portion of Sumner County, as shown on cross section B-B' in Fig. 9
(Appendix) and a cross section by Lee and Merriam (1954) using
the base of the Kansas City strata as the datum plane, indicates
that increased uplifting occurred during Pleasanton time.

Slight

regional warpinv occurred after the deposition of the Kansas
City group, therefore, the lowermost Lansing beds found elsewhere
In the region are not present La the Sumner County area.

Before

the Missourian seas retreated, the Pedee group was probably

deposited in the area but subsequently removed prior to Virgilian
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deposition.

According to Hoth (19)0), the most pronounced uneon-

formity of the Pennsylvanian system occurred near the end of

Missourian time and previous to most of the Dou,las deposition.
The tranegressing Virgilian seas covered tie area and the Douglas
and Shawnee groups were deposited.

A period of erosion followed

which removed a portion of the Topeka limestone, upper-most

mation of the
group.

L:Ilawnee

for..

strata, before sedimentation of the WaVunsee

Judgi..6 from the relief shown on

ti:e

structure contour map

of the Stalnaker sandstone (Appendix, Fig. 8) and the relative

uniform thickness of the Pennsylvanian deposits, it appears that
gentle uplifting of the Nemaha Range in the Sumner County area

extended into into Pennsylvanian and early Permian time.

Invasion of the Permian sea during the Wolfcampian epoch resulted in a thick sequence of alternating limestones and shales
of the Admire, Council Grove and Chase Ejoups which were probably

deposited under normal marine conditions.
however, represent

r

Leonardian deposits

marked change in conditions.

The silty shale

and evsporites of the Sumner group were deposited during an arid

climate and in shallow restricted seas which probably were connected
to trat

oen

sea at various times.

Younger Leonardian beJe and

possibly Cuadalupian sediments were deposited over the

-ec,

and

were subseuently removed by erosion.

Mesozoic Ira
During the Triassic and Jurassic periods the seas probably
did not extend into eastern and south-central Kansas.

Deposits of
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Triassic and Jurassic aPe ere found only in the westrn one-fifth
of Kansas and attain a maximum thickness of more than 325 feet
(Moore, 1951).

Permian

be-is

in the ,,rea probably contributed

sediments to the westward lying seas until c:Tly Cretaceous time.

Spre,Aing northward from the Gulf of Mexico, the Cretaceous seas
submerged the entire state which resulted in the deposition of the

Comanchean and Gulfian series.

As the seas retreated for the last

time, regional tiltin, toward the northwest occurred and the area
was again subjected to erosion.

Cenozoic Era
Removal of the Cretaceous and probably much of tYe upper
Per,Aan strat%1 occurred in the area thrnughout the greater part
of the

Tertiry period.

of the eroded

During the Quaternry period a portion

Perwin surface was .overed

by stream deposits of

both Pleistocene and Recent age.

OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION IN SUMNila COUNTX

Active drilling in Sumner County did not begin until 1914.

During June of the following year the Empire Gas and Fuel Company
completed the first commercial g's well in what was

become the North Vernon field.

lter

to

Production was obtained from a

sand lense in the Severy shale of the Wabaunsee group.

Ten years later, on May 14, 1925, the first oil was dis-

covered in the county by Prairie Oil and Gas

Padgett

as field.

Comp.;ely

in the

This well, producing from the Mississippian
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"lime, had an Initial production of 315 barrels of oil and
averaged better than a 1,000 barrels per month for the next four
years.

The Rainbow Bend field was extended into Sumner during

December when the Phillips Petroleum Company completed a 185
barrel producing well.

At the close of 1925 Sumner County had

produoed 3,436 barrels of oil for the year, only 0.01 percent
of the state's arose production.

The discovery of the Churchill field in 1926 and the Oxford
field in 1927, the two most produotive fields in the county,
resulted from core drilling exploration.

The Churchill field was

the most important discovery of oil in Kansas during 1926 and

resulted in the first proliilo production on the Nemaha Range
south of Butler County.

The 100 to 150 foot sequence of Stalnaker

sand and Interbedded shale was by fax the most important producing

horizon In both the Churchill and Oxford pools.

The discovery

well in the Douglas field was completed on July 26, 1927, in the

Wilcox sand which resulted In the first Wilcox production in
central and western Kansas.

Four other fields were discovered

during, this two-year period, however,

small producers.

they were all relatively

At the end of 1927 the nine oil fields produded

15.98 percent of the state's total production.

Sumner was now

the third ranking county in Kansas oil production, a position it

held until 1929.
The important discoveries during 1929 were the Caldwell and

Wellington fields, also discovered by core drilling exploration.
The Gypsy Oil Company completed the Caldwell discovery well in the
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Wilcox sand with an initial production of 1,400 barrels of oil.
Only one well was completed in the Wellington field during 1929,
however, later development proved it to be the third top producer
in the county.

The twelve pools produced 11.25 percent of the

Kansas oil during 1929 and Sumner bac:woe the fourth leading county
in oil production.

Due to the depression and overproduction of oil in Kanss,

Oklahoma, and Texas, the price of crude began to drop e'rly in

1930 and by July of 1931 producers were receiving twenty-two cents

a barrel for crude oil.

As a result, drilling, activity in Sumner

County slumped sharply to a totel of five completions in 1931 and
six in 1932.

In the following years development was restricted

primarily to extending proven (tells.
It was not until 1945

tht

of Interest in Sumner County.

operetors began to show a revival

A tetel of 37 tests were made and

three new fields were discovered.

Drillin, activity oonttnued to

increase until 1956 and resulted in the discovery of twenty-five

new fields.

The peak in drilling aceL_Ity was reached in 1955,

when 222 tests were drilled and 130 producing oil wills and 1 tae
well were discovered.
since 1955.

Drilling activity has declined appreciably

Developments during 1957 consist of 124 tess which

resulted in 59 oil wells, 1 gas well, 64 dry holes and the discovery
of six new fields.

Sumner County was eleventh in total oil

duction for counties in Kansas in 1957.

pro..

011 and gas fields of

Sumner County as of 1937 are listed in Table 1 and 2 (Appendix).
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF STRUCTURE AND STRATIGRAPPY
TO PiAEOLEUM ACCUMULATION

Arbuckle Production
Arbuckle production in Sumner County has been confined to
nine anticlinal structures located on the Nemaha Range (Appendix,
Fig. 5).

The Simpson structure contour map (Appendix,. Pig. 6)

shows that six of the pools are prominent antiolinal structures

While the Metz pool (Soo.

7,

T.

located on a structural nose.

32 S., R. 2 R.) appears to be

Contouring on top of the Arbuokie

however indicates that the Metz pool is located on the axis of
the Oxford West anticline.

In general, the structures responsible

for Arbuckle accumulation appear to be rather well developed anti.
()lines containing 100 feet or more of closure.

High initial pro-

duotion and rapid potential recovery indicates that good permeability and porosity usually exists.

The formation of solution

cavities during the prolonged period of erosion and weathering to

which the Arbuckle surface was exposed nrior to Simpson deposition
and the apparent fracturing and faulting that occurred later while
the structures were being formed would account for sufficient

porosity in the upper Arbuokie zone.

Although the accumulation of

oil is definitely related to structure, other important factors

appear to be involved.

Numerous Arbuckle tests on favorable struc-

tures of the Nemaha Range and elsewhere in the county have resulted
in a "hole full" of water.

From a study of Arbuckle accumulations

in the central Kansas fields, Walters (1958) has given convincing

evidence to support his theory that the oil and

as migrated from
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the Anadarko basin in Oklahoma northward through Arbuckle rocks

during middle Pennsylvanian times. Considering the above, many
favorable antiolinal structures with good closures developed is

Sumner County prior to Arbuckle migration in middle Pennsylvanian
times.

Local and regional dips were never sufficient to allow

total remigration from the various structural highs in the area
It seems

if accumulations once existed in these structures.

probable, therefore, that a large percentage of the available oil

may have migrated to

-;..)r-)us

zones in the overlying Simpson sand

and accumulated in the Arbuckle only when the Simpson sand immediately above the oontaot was not porous enough to allow vertical

migration.

Simpson Production
Although the Simpson sand is not the most prolific producing
zone in the county, it has been reported productive in more field'

than any other horizon.

The Simpson produoes from

neary half of

the Sumner pools and is the most persistent producing zone in the

area (Appendix, Fig. 5).

Sighteen pools have obtained production

solely from the Simpson, however, many of them are one and two well
producers.

The Anness is a typical example of these small pools,

although now abandoned, the producing well was surrounded by four

dry holes, yet 154,772 barrels of oil were produced.

Since the

Anness pool has only thirteen feet of closure, the structure is

not apparent on the Simpson structure contour map (Appendix, Fig.6).

Although the majority of

tree

pools are looated on antiolines and
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structures with extremely small closures, many result from permeability and porosity pinohouts as the pools have no established
up dip closure.

The Slmpsor sands vary from a tight quartzitio

type to the loosely cemented, well-rounded,

quartz sand.

practically pure

Simpson accumulations appear to be dependent to a

large extent upon porosity related to sand development since a

number of anticlinal structures consisting of good closures ere
devoid of oil in this zone.

Undoubtedly the small closure in some

pools and the sand development in others has been responsible for
so many one and two well pools.

Mississippian Production
Only the Stalnaker of the Douglas group has exceeded the
Mississippi "chat" and "lime" in total production in Sumner
County.

Porous zones in the Mississippian rocks developed is a

result of detrital and residual ehert accumulations, granular
texture of the limestone, and solution cavities which were probably

formed by ground-water action.

Electi.: and radioactive logs

Indicate the presence of possible porous zones at depths of 150
feet below the top of the Mississippian in some wells, however,

petroleum accumulations pre seldom found below the upper 100
feet.

A "hole full" of water usually results from tests in the

lower horizons.

In the Wellington field approximately 50 feet

of the Mississippian strata is penetrated for well completion.

Seventeen pools have obtained production from the Mississippian,
however, production has been discontinued from this horizon in
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five of the pools.

Pools producing from Mississippian rooks not

concentrated in the Nemaha Range area are the Wellington, Wellington Northeast, Anson, Latta, Korsohen, and Caldwell pools
(Appendix, PIG. 5).

As indioated by the Mississippian structure

contour map (Appendix, Fig. 7), the Wellington, Caldwell, and
Anson pools possess a very small amount of closure while the Wel-

lington Northeast, Latta, and Kersohen show no apparent up dip
closure.
Manisa,

The same situation appears in pools located on the Nemaha

accumulations often occur in both large and small structures

containing very little closure or on the flanks of steep anticlines

while at the crest the Mississippian zone may be devoid of oil
gas.

Therefore, porosity in the upper zone, coupled with either

or both up dip porosity pinchoute and antiolinal olosures were
apparently the chief feotors which controlled Mississippian
acoumulation.
Cherokee Production
Cherokee production in Sumner Cowi,j results frog accumulation
in lenticular, elongated sand bodies logged as the Bartlesville
sand.

Petroleum accumulation in the Bartlesville sand is confined

to Townships 32, 33, 34, and 35 south of Range 2 east (Appendix,
5).

Distribution of the sand bodies were probably controlled

by the pattern of the Cherokee sea at the time of deposition.

Cherokee accumulation in the area may ba dependent to some extent,

upon structure, howaver, porosity resulting from sand development
and the lenticular nature of the sand bodies were probably the
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dominate factors regarding accumulation,
Marmaton Production
Only a minor amount of oil and
Marmaton strata in Sumner County.

as has been produced from

Petroleum accumulations occur

in the Cleveland sand, a thin sheet deposit at the top of the

Marmaton group.

The four pools whiol; obtain commercial quantities

of petroleum from the Cleveland sand are located in the extreme

southeastern portion of Sumner County (Apaudix, Fig. 5).

The

limits of Cleveland production in these pools extend well down
the flanks of the anticlines shown by the Mississippian aud Stal-

naker structure contour maps (Appendix, Fig. 7 and 8).

Apparently

Cleveland accumulations were larLely controlled by differential
porosity and perhaps, in a broad way, by structure.
accumulations in the area result

fv=

Limited

a facies Wcange from sand

to sandy shale throughout most of the county.

Kansas City Production
A considerable amount of oil and gas has been produced from

the Kansas City group in Sumner County.

Petroleum aeoumulations

from porous oolitio limestone intervals and the Layton sand have
made this group the fourth most important zone in the area.

Kansas City "lime" production has been reported from six
pools, all of which are located in the northwestern one-fourth
of the county.

It appears that a possibly relationship may

exist between Kansas City "lime" and Mississippian production.
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All pools produoina from the Kansas City "lime", except the
Chioaskia, either obtain production from the Mississippian rocks

or they are closely associated structurally with Mississippian
cools.

Kansas City "lime" pools appear to be looted along the

trend of the Bluff City and aellington anticlines shown on the

Mississippian structure contour map (Appendix, 018. 7).

Contour

maps on top of the Kansas City limestone reveals that pools

producing from the Kansas City "lime" contain from
of closure.

5

to 18 feet

Petroleum accumulations in this horizon probably

result as a combination of porous oolitic limestone intervals and

structural blahs.

Althouah the Simpson produces throuahout the

area, production from the Simpson has not been obtained in any of

the structures responsible for Kansas City "lime" accumultions.

The possibility exists, therefore, that the Kansas City "lime"

accumulations may result from topoaraphio rataer than structural
highs.

If this should be the case, any relationship between

Mississippian production, where obtained from up dip porosity
pinohouts, and Kansas City "lime" aroduction would only be a
coincidence.

Although the Layton sands do not constitute a sheetlike
.eposit,

they are widespread in the eastern and southern most

tier of townships in Sumner County and often attain thicknesses
of 200 feet.

Current production from this zone hos been confined

to nine anticlinal structures shown on the Stalnaker structure

contour map (Appendix, Fig. 8), all of which are located on the
}emaha flange.

The lenticular nature of the sand within the
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shales associated with structural highs were probably the dominate

factors regarding petroleum accumulations within this horizon.

Douglas Production
The Stalnaker sand comprises the sole producing zone of the

Douglas group in Sumner County.

Although the Stalnaker underlies

the entire area and averages more than 100 feet in thickness, only

four oil fields and one &as field have established production from
this zone (Appendix, Fig. 5).

The Douglas group ranks first in

total production of petroleum in Sumner County as a result of *nor.

mous quantities of oil obtained from the Stalnaker in the Churchill
and Oxford fields.

Oil accumulations in the Stalnaker are restricted

to structural highs on the Nemaha Range, as shown on the Stalnaker

structure contour map (Appendix, Pig. 8) while the recently discovered gas production is derived from the anticlinal structure
comprising the Chleaskia field in see. 5, T. 33 S., R. 3

1,4.

Electric logs reveal that the Stalnaker contains an abundance of
salt water in many wells of the area which indicates good porosity

prevails.

Therefore, petroleum accumulation in this horizon was

probably dependent primarily upon favorable structure rather than
sand development.

Shawnee Production
Current production from the Shawnee group is restricted to
the Oxford field which produces a very limited amount of petro-

leum from the "lower" Hoover sand.

Approximately 416 million
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cubic feet of

as from the Hunnewell field is the only other

recorded production from this horizon in Sumner County.

The

*lower" Hoover occurs locally in the area and consists of sand

lenses in the Nanwaka shale.

Since the Oxford and Hunnewell

fields are anticlinal, Hoover acoumulations probably resulted

from a combination of sand development and structural highs.
Porous intervals within the Topeka limestone produced 478

million cubic feet of

as in the Latta field before production

from this zone was discontinued in 1929.

Porous zones within the

limestone coupled with a small anticlinal closure was responsible
for

;..as

accumulation in this particular field.
Nabaunsee Production

The Severy shale and Howard limestone have been oil and gas

reservoirs in Sumner County fields but production from these

formations has been discontinued for some time.

Production from

lenticular sand deposits in the Severy shale has been obtained

from the Oxford, Pagett, North Vernon, and Anson fields.

Porous

limestones in the Howard formation have been productive in the

Oxford and Anson fields.

All of the above named fields are

located on structural highs shown on the Stalnaker structure

contour map (Appendix* Pig. 8).

Therefore, anticlinal closures

associated with differential porosity of the sand bodies in the

Severy shale and porous intervals within the Howard limestone

probably were the oontrolling factors regarding oil and
mulations within these two formations.

as accu-
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CONCLUSIONS
As indicated in the foregoing pages, the present attitude
of the strata in Sumner County has developed as a result of

various structural movements durina different intervals of geologic time.

The regional tilting and structural deformation

which occurred at the various stages of the geoloalo past must

have influenced the migration and accumulation of petroleum to
a considerable extent.

Apparently the most significant struc-

tural deformation resulting in petroleum accumulation was the

development of the Nemaha Range and the numerous small structures
throughout the area during late Mississippian and Pennsylvanian
times.

Of equal importance were the periods of exposure and

erosion of some stratigraphio units and the litholoay of others
which eventually became the carrier beds and reservoirs for oil
and gas.

Porosity development in the Arbuckle and Mississippian

strata resulted chiefly from solution and erosion as a result of
exposure to the elements.

The oolitic nature of the Kansas City

limestone was responsible for porous intervals in this horizon.
PorOsIty resulting from sand development in the Simpson and Stal-

naker and a combination of sand development and lenticular distribution of the Bartlesville, Cleveland, Layton, and Hoover sands
was dependent upon the pattern of the seas and conditions at the
time of deposition.

Most of the oil and gas accumulation in

Sumner County occur on structural highs with varying amounts of
olosure, although a few of the anticlinal structures produce

little or no petroleum.

Some very productive pools appear to
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be largely Independent of structural eondltions and ire controlled
by porosity pinchouts ana the extent of the reservoir bodies.

As

the Nemaha iiange rrea and other prominent structures in Sumner

County have been extensively drilled, exdloration will be largely

confined to the discovery of small structural and str::tigraphic
traps in the future.

Future drilling activity in Sumner County

will probably increase with Vet development of new drilling
techniques, methods of production, and a greater demand for crude
oil.
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APPENDIX

Table 1. Oil fields and oil production in Sumner County, Kansas
Field and Year
of Discovery

Location
Discovery Well

:
:

uotion bb s.
Cumulative

Oil
1957

Alton ('49)
Anness ('37)
Anson ('48)

10-35-2W
2-30-4w
35 -30 -2W

Abandoned during 1957
Abendoned during 1957
160,262
357,655

Anson South ('57)
Ashton ('54)
Beatie ('56)
Bellman ('45)
Bellman West ('57)
Bitter Creek ('53)

2 -31 -2W
19-34-2E
21-31-2W
15-30-is
16-30-1E
1-35-1E

Combined with Anson
38,064
5,364
10,422
16,138
320,060
5,779
u19
6,3149,0670
203,326

Caldwell ('29)

17-35 -3W

Caldwell Northwest ('52)
Chicaskia ('54)

8-35-3W
5-33-3w

Churchill ('26)

25-31-2E

Corbin ('48)
Fall Creek 050)
Gerberding 054)
Guelph ('51)

23-24-2W
3-35-3W
6-34-4W
6-35-1E

Kerschen ('55)

17-31-31A

Latta ('27)
Latta Northwest ('56)
Lee ('51)
Margaret ('46)
Mayfield ('57)
Meek ('56)

9-30-2W
5 -30 -2111
33-32-2E
36-32-2E
19-32-2W
10-35-1E

464

1,638,063

2,424

58,798
6,118

2j

no report
f',2,488

19,862,778

no report
37,286
256,174
2,133,482
67,898
22,303
1,279,406
65,575
119,711
3,490
244,330
145,935
5,718
36,201
1,462,792

9,286
9,224
no report
7,636
no report

16,554
101,551
108,423
7,636
none

Producing
Horizon
Simpson
Simpson
Kansas City
Mississippian
Cleveland
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
°Stalnaker"
Mississippian
Mississippian
Simpson
Simpson

"Stalnakee
Kansas City
'Stalnaker
Arbuckle
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Kansas City
Simpson
Arbuckle
Kansas City
Mississippian
Kansas City
Mississippian
Kansas City
Mississippian
Arbuckle
Simokon
Cleveland

Table 1. (Conel.)
Yield and le?r
of Discovery

Loc:ytion

Discovery

:

ell

:

Oil Production bbls.
1957
:
Cumulative

Metz ('51)

7-32-2E

1,349

55,925

Murphy* ('33)

7-35-3E

463,323

1,910,432

Norris ('55)
O'Hara ('55)
Oxford ('27)

3-34-2E

3,203

18-32-1-w

30,02

14-32-2E

0;',513

8,769
70,225
16,558,879

Oxford `nest ('26)
Padgett ('25)

17-32-2E
12-34-2E

25,619
151,249

829,707
3,079,709

Padgett %est ('54)

21-34-2E

rims

9,584

Perth ('45)
Portland ('50)

12 -33 -2W

Portland South ('56)
Priddy ('57)
Rainbow Bend* ('25)
Rutter ('24)

28-34-1E
35-33-1w
24-33-2E
21-33-2E

Rutter Southwest ('57)
Slate Creek ('52)
Slick-Carson* ('24)
South Haven ('54)
Stpte Line ('53)

29-33-2E
9-33-2E
19-33-3E

Subera ('57)

16-34-1E

61,125
1,035,094
33,264
497,184
46,814
12,146
8,735
4,905
4,905
no report
453,000
171,235
33,951

14-35-2E

1,787
3,842
20,799
59,292
306,318

1,787
38,766
7,713,033
194,015
2,218,003

22-34-314

32,554

32,554

2-35-1t,

Producing
Horizon
Simpson
Arbuckle
"Layton"
'Bartlesville"
"Layton"
Kansas City
"Hoover'
"Stalnakerw
"Layton"
Arbuckle
Simpson
Cleveland
Marmaton
"Bartlesville"
Mississippian
Simpson
"Layton"
Mississippian
Simpson
"Layton"
Simpson
"Layton"
Simpson
Arbuckle
"Bartlesville"
Mississippian
Arbuckle
Arbuckle
"Layton*
"Bartlesville'
Simpson
Cleveland
Mississippian
Simpson

Table 1. (Conci.)
Field and Year
of Discovery

:
:

Tate ('50)
Val Verde ('45)
Wellington 029)
Wellington Northeast ('55)
Zoglmann (' 51)
Zyba ('3 ?)
Zyba Southwest (144)
Fools or fields abandoned
Total Sumner County

Location
Discovery Well
31-32-2E
23-33-2E
33.31-1W
27-31-1W
8-31-1W
7-30-1E
22-30-1W

*Fields extending into Cowley County

:
:

011 Production bbls.
1957
Cumulative

no report
3,171
8,524
361
372,199
9,374,129
272,364
106,792
Abandoned during 1957
27,640
514,202
119,580
1,383,924
312,979
2,979,322 67,069,889

i'roducint,

Horizon
Simpson
'Bartlesville°
"Chat'
Mississippian
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Table 2. Gas fields and gas production in Sumner County, Kansas

Field and Year
of Discovery

:

Location
Discovery Well
1-35-1B

Bitter Creek ('$3)
Chioaekia (257)
Fall Creek (250)
Padgett ('24)

23:34:i:

State Line (253)
Wellington 029)

15-35-2E
33 -31 -lw

Miscellaneous
CC All figures at base of 14.65 psis.

:
:

Gas Production. R cu. ft.**
during 1957 to end. 1937
no
no
no
no

report
report
report
report

none
none

none
no report
No longer productive;
used for acs storage only
33,163

Produoin,
Zone
*Stalnaker"
*Stalnaker*
Simpson
"Mies. Lime"
Marmaton
"Bartlesville"
"Chat*
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Geographical location of pre-Mississippian structures
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(in accompanying plate box)
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Fig, 7.

Structure contours drawn on the Mississippian
limestone, Sudiner County, Kansas
(in accompanying plate box)
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Fig. 8.

Structure contours drawn on the Stalnaker
sandstone, Sumner County. Kansas
(in accompanying plats box)

Fig. 9.

Cross sactians of 5umn3r County, Kansas
(in accompanying plate box)
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The pur6oae of this Lavaetigetion ees to delineate the sub-

surface structure, stratigraphy, and geologic history of
County, Kansas,

Sumer

and the relationship of these factors to petroleum

accumulation.
Two subsurface cross sections and three structural contour

maps were constructed as a

nietn.s

of determining the relationship

of petroleum accumulation to the structure and stratigraphy of
the area.

Data used for the preparetion of the cross sections

and contour maps consisted of the Herndon maps, electric logs,

radioactive logs, drillers lozs and Kansas Sample Log Service

1(4)3.

Rocks of Sumner County range in age from Pre-Cambrian to

Quaternary, however, as a result of numerous hiatuses, the compi to

strati,raphic section is not represented in the area.

The most

important eroaloael eerieds ooneerningpetroleue accumulations
existed 't the close of Arbuckle and Mississippian times,

solution from ground -water activity resulted in the development
of serous intervals within the limestone and dolomites.

The

oolitic nature of the Kansas City lieeetene contributed to the

permeability and porosity necessary for suiteble oIl and
reservoirs in this horizon.

as

Variable porous zones in the Simp.

son and Stalnaker sand resulted from decreased cementation and
the degree of rounding and sorting of the sand.

The lenticular

development of the Bartlesville, Cleveland, Layton, and Hoover
sands eithin the aesociated shales was responsible for the perme-

ability and porosity essential for oil and
these horizons.

as reservoirs in

Various phases of regional tilting and structural deformation

occurred during different intervals of geologic time.

The sites

of the most significant structural deformation regarding petro-

leum accumulation were the Nemaha Rane, Sluff City anticline and

numerous small north-east trending structures throughout the area

which developed during late Mississippian and Pennarlvanian times.
Most of the petrole,m accumulations in Sumner County ocours in

anticlinal structures, however, some accumulations of petroleum

appear to be independent of structural conditions and result from
porosity pinchouts.
The peak in drilling activity for Sumner County was reached

in 1955 but has declined appreciably since that time.

Sumner

County was rated eleventh in total oil production for counties
in Kansas during 1957.

Future exploration will probably be

oonfined largely to the discovery of small structural and rtratigraphic traps as the Kerala. Range area and other prominent

structures in Sumner County have been extensively drilled.

.

